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What is the secret sauce to success?

* UPWORK is one of the most  

popular freelancing platforms

iOS projects4,821

Open to Upwork

$80,166 / per year

Entry level salary

$127,278 / per year

Avarage salary

FREELANCER OPTIONS by

The purpose of this guide is to give you insights on what  

Devslopes Academy offers and how it can help you.

The Devslopes Academy is a mentorship-focused  

training program that teaches you how to code and then  

how to get paid as a developer. We are results-oriented  

and everything we do and teach surrounds not only  

learning, but getting students results.

WHAT IS DEVSLOPES?

CAREER OPTIONS
data from

4,346 jobs opened
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If you could strip everything out of Devslopes Academy,  

the one thing we would keep is mentorship — it is that  

important! Having a professional programmer help and  

teach you 1-on-1 will do far more than any other method  

of learning. 

WHAT IS THE SECRET  

SAUCE TO SUCCESS?

How does the Academy work?



 8:01   Devslopes Academy: How it works

Having a professional  

mentor is the secret  

sauce to success

Our mentorship is key in these areas:

Graded Projects Career Coaching

Code Support Weekly Live Meetups









https://www.loom.com/share/2729d60f844f4648a181c2127e6ec657
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Each module you will program a major  

project. We do not provide the code for this.  

You build it from scratch! Then you take  

that project and submit it to a teacher  

(programmer) to be graded. Project-based  

learning is the absolute best way to learn to  

code.

Career coaching & weekly meetups

Code Support

Graded Projects

When you run into code issues (and you  

will) you always have a developer to help  

you through them. Getting help quickly is  

key to making fast progress. The more  

progress you make the sooner you will have  

paid work. We send personalized videos as  

well as chat messages to help you get  

through these problems. No student is left  

behind!
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When you start to develop your skills it is time to start  

planning for paid work. This could be a full time job or it  

could be taking on freelance projects on Upwork. In any  

case we will help you build your resume and prepare you  

for job interviews. We also coach you on how to find the  

perfect job for you.

Each week you can join a live student and instructor  

meetup. You can ask real time questions and interact and  

network with other students. Our most successful  

students are here every week.

What you will be doing at the Academy?

Career 

Coaching

Weekly 

Meetups
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Exercises & graded projects

Devslopes Academy is a mentorship-based training  

program. Each module has been carefully curated to take  

you from beginner to advanced levels.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Each module you will complete a coding challenge.  

These are small programming projects that help you  

think like a programmer. Succeeding at these challenges  

is critical when you start apply for jobs — because most  

jobs will give you a coding challenge! They also will help  

you have the core skills needed to learn ANY  

programming language.

Coding Challenges



 8:59   Devslopes Academy Demo

https://www.loom.com/share/a267aa0ce6f34b75abf994ef4af6bea2
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Weekly exams & capstone project

Each module you will complete multiple

hands-on coding exercises. These are

smaller projects and tasks that help you

learn how to solve problems. Just as

important as learning to code is actually

writing code. You will write code every

single day at Devslopes Academy!

At the end of each module you will complete

a major project that you will submit to a

teacher for review. You must submit this 

project in order to move on to the next

module. This format of project-based

learning is the fastest means to success!

Exercises

Graded Projects
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Final exam & certification

The final task of each module is to pass the  

exam. The exams cover what was taught  

and challenge your knowledge. You must  

pass with an 80% or more in order to  

proceed to the next module. These exams  

will help you know where you stand so you  

can make progress.

Towards the end of the program you will  

complete a capstone project. This is a  

major project that takes all of the things you  

have learned and puts them into one  

singular project. You can pick from a series  

of pre-designed projects or you can build  

your own with instructor approval. You will  

then publish this project to the app stores  

or to your own domain. This project is  

critical to your portfolio and getting your  

first paid work!

Weekly Exams

Capstone Project
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Career training

You will take a final exam that covers  

everything that was learned in the program.  

This exam is 150 questions and will test  

your limits! The purpose of this is to make  

sure you are ready to land a full time job or  

take on paid work. If you have passed the  

exam you are now ready to become a paid  

developer!

If you pass the final exam we will issue out  

an exclusive Devslopes Certification. You  

can post this certification on LinkedIn and it  

represents our approval of your skillset to  

become a full-time developer. 

FInal Exam

Certification
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Program syllabus

When you complete the program we provide  

unlimited career training. This involves  

resume review, Upwork proposal review,  

interview coaching, and everything 

in-between. We work with you 1-on-1  

until you land that job or first paid project!

Career Training
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Program syllabus: Module 2 and Module 3

MODULE 1

This is where it all begins! Youʼll start off by learning the basics of the  

Swift programming language. You canʼt build immersive apps without  

knowing how to code! We will however, take a sneak peak into iOS app  

development as you build your very first starter app. In addition to code,  

you learn the basics of the Terminal and then build your very own simple  

banking terminal app. By the end of this module you will have built an app  

and written your first lines of code!

Intro to Programming With Swift

~12 hours

Swift Xcode Strings Variables Numbers

Functions Terminal First App



 9:57   Devslopes iOS Academy Syllabus

Devslopes Academy is  

mentorship-based 

training program

PROGRAM SYLLABUS

https://www.loom.com/share/36039669651241ddba60c04d13b78a17?t=210
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Program syllabus: Module 4 and Module 5

MODULE 2

Itʼs time to take your coding skills to a whole new level. We take a deep  

dive into Swift and youʼll learn how to become a programmer as you  

complete multiple coding exercises and a coding challenge. You will then  

build a major project - a terminal calculator app. By the end of this  

module youʼll know enough code to be dangerous and ready to start  

building iOS apps!

Continuing Swift

~15 hours

Data Structures Arrays Loops Dictionaries

Polymorphism Structs

Classes

MODULE 3

After some intensive code work over the past few modules, it is time to  

build your first apps. Youʼll learn the basics of Xcode and Interface  

Builder. Then youʼll learn how to create UI for apps with Xcode and  

AutoLayout. The skills learned here are critical to your iOS journey!

Apps With AutoLayout

~14 hours

AutoLayout Constraints StackView Frames Segues

IBAction IBOutlet
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Program syllabus: Module 6 and Module 7

IPad IPhone OptionalsSize Classes Guard

Tab Bars Unit Tests

Things are really getting heated now! In this module youʼll build your first

fully functional app - mixing code with user interface. Youʼll also learn

how to develop layouts for both iPhone and iPad. Youʼll finish off strong

with a major project (this wonʼt be easy!). When youʼre done with this 

module youʼll be able to build your very own apps!

Major Apps With UIKit

~16 hours

MODULE 4

Git Github

Markdown

Version Control Push Pull

Merge conflicts Code Backup

Now itʼs time to take a small step back from the code and focus on some 

housekeeping. Youʼll learn how to back up your code with Git. Youʼll also

learn how to use Github and why it is critical to use version control on all

of your projects. You will use these tools & skills for the rest of your

career!

Git & Version Control

~10 hours

MODULE 5
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Program syllabus: Module 8 and Module 9

Tables Collections GridsProtocols Delegates

Displaying Data Unit Tests

Itʼs fun to make the next silly app, but itʼs more important to build apps  

that work with data. 100% of all apps out there must display data in some  

format. In this module youʼll learn how to work with tables and grids.  

Understanding how to lay out data into your user interface is the core of  

what you will do as an iOS developer.

Apps With Tables & Data

~13 hours

MODULE 6

Forms Data Validation

System Controllers

Custom UI Input

View Controllers

Grids

Tables

Weʼve taken some baby steps into the world of data, but now it is time to  

up our game. In this module you will build multiple major apps. These  

apps will teach you everything you need to know about working with  

controllers & data in iOS. By the end, you are getting pretty close to  

calling yourself a full-fledged iOS developer.

Advanced Controllers & Tables

~15 hours

MODULE 7
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Program syllabus: Module 10 and Module 11

APIs REST

Async

URL SessionsCRUD HTTP

Error handlingCodable Extensions

JSON

This is the module of all modules and it wonʼt be easy! This is where you  

learn how to get your apps to talk to servers and databases. EVERY app  

out there these days communicates with an API. In fact, every job you  

will ever have, you will spend most of your time working with APIs. By the  

time you are done with this week you can start taking on contract  

freelance projects on Upwork!

Networking & APIs

~15 hours

MODULE 8

APIs REST

Async

URL SessionsCRUD HTTP

Error handlingCodable Extensions

JSON

We cannot stress enough how important networking is on iOS - such  

much so that we go even more in depth in this module. Youʼll build  

multiple major apps that communicate with servers and APIs.  

This module is another tough one. By the time you are done here, you  

can build almost any app that might come your way!

Networking Continued

~16 hours

MODULE 9
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Program syllabus: Module 12 and Module 13

MapKit Maps

Directions

Core Location User Permissions

Custom Annotaions Data Models

Itʼs time to focus on one of the coolest and most used features of iOS,  

Maps. You are going to build a major app that heavily uses maps. Youʼll  

learn how to work with location and how to build a purposeful application  

that drives value to the user.

All About Maps

~13 hours

MODULE 10

Data Base Core Data

CRUD

Schemas Models

Records

Codable

Entities

Most projects you encounter will need some form of data to be stored on  

the device. That data could be simple, but it also could be highly  

complex. In this module we are going to cover the basics of Core Data.  

Youʼll learn how to model your data and then how to create records for  

offline support. If your apps ever need to support offline or bad Internet  

connections, then this module will be critical for you!

Databases With Core Data

~12 hours

MODULE 11
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Program syllabus: Module 14 and Module 15

Unit Tests UI Tests MVVMAsync Testing APIs

Most jobs you encounter will ask you if you know how to write unit tests.  

Weʼre going to help you say, «Yes». In this module youʼll learn how to  

write tests for your code - tests that help your code to stay healthy and  

not break over time. The top engineers at Google and Facebook all write  

unit tests. Now itʼs time for you to join their ranks!

Testing Code With Unit Tests

~11 hours

MODULE 12

SwiftUI Data Flow

State

Data Modeling Combine

Lists Environment ObjectsObservables Forms

In recent months Apple has completely changed the way we build  

interfaces on iOS. SwiftUI is the future of apps. In this module we teach  

you all of the basics of SwiftUI. Weʼll also teach you how to properly  

model your data using the Combine framework. If you want to stay  

relevant as an iOS developer then you must learn SwiftUI or youʼll get  

left behind!

Modern Apps With SwiftUI

~12 hours

MODULE 13
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Program syllabus: Module 16

Capstone Project 5 Apps App Store Submission

Youʼve made it! Well, almost. In this module you are going to build a  

major project. Youʼll choose from one of multiple projects or work with  

our instructors to create your own. When you have finished the project  

youʼll even submit it to the Apple App Store. This project is critical to  

landing your first job or getting your first contract projects. Youʼre almost  

there!

Capstone Project

~30 hours

MODULE 14

Final Exam

The dreaded exam! Yes, this is going to be hard. Insanely hard actually.  

But that is a good thing. If you pass this 150 question exam, youʼll receive  

a Devslopes Certification and are now ready to get the official Swift  

Certification by Pearson Vue. You are truly ready to start applying for  

jobs as a junior iOS developer or to take on your first contract projects  

on Upwork!

Final Exam

~13 hours

MODULE 15
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What youʼll get in the Academy

Recruiters Salary Negotiation LinkedIn Portfolio

Resume Review

In this module youʼll learn how to start preparing for a job. Weʼll work with  

you 1-on-1 to define what type of jobs or projects you are looking for and  

then assist you in finding them. As you go through the application and  

interview processes, weʼll also guide you down the path to success.

Career Preparation

~5 hours

MODULE 16

ITʼS BETTER THAN A  

CODING BOOTCAMP AND 

FOR A FRACTION OF 

THE PRICE 
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Student success stories

Code Training

Code Support

Capstone Project

Graded Projects

Career Coaching

Weekly Live Meetups

Weekly Exam

Final Exam

Certification

Career Training

Freelance Training

Self Paced

Lifetime Support





















































BOOTCAMPACADEMY
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STUDENT SUCCESS

Student success stories



 4:20   Redfoo Learns to Code with Devslopes

Celebrity Redfoo from  

LMFAO learns to code  

through Devslopes



 2:35   Simon Knapp Devslopes

Airline pilot turned  

programmer after working  

with Devslopes



 1:46   Daeshawn Ballard Devslopes 

Daeshawn spent  

thousands on college and  

courses until finding  

Devslopes

https://vimeo.com/230503939
https://vimeo.com/460669581
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Frequently asked questions



 0:45   Caleb learns to Code with Devslopes

Caleb lands his first  

programming job after  

learning with Devslopes

 





This is by far the best experience Iʼve had learning  

how to program and code. The support from the 

Devslopes team is incredible, the content is current, 

the technology is ahead of the curve, the tutorials are 

educational, inspiring and delivers a great deal of  

confidence…

I currently work as an  

iOS engineer at  

DoorDash in SF, and I  

can definitely say that  

Devslopes has helped  

to get me here!     

Hey! I just wanted to stop by and say thanks to the  

gang at Devslopes. I really appreciate you guys —  

man just got accepted to start an interview process  

with Spotify. I would never have been able to do this 

without you guys!

My name is William and Iʼm a 45 year old retired Army Infantryman. Iʼve been dabbling 

with mobile apps on and off for over 10 years now. Like I said, iʼm a retired military and  

while I was in the military I was an instructor. And the instructors that teach you at  

Devslopes are among the best, if not the best…

Much better than  

UDACITY 

Benjamin

Martin

DhruvChuck Gray

William

https://vimeo.com/392706259
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No. This program is self paced. You allocate 2-3 hours

per day and do the work. We then support you and grade

your projects as you submit them. We do however have

a weekly online meetup where you can ask instructors

questions.

Are there in-person classes or live online

classroom sessions?

No! This program was specifically designed for working

people. You allocate at least two hours a day on your own

time and we support you on your schedule.

Do I have to quit my job to take this program?

No coding experience is required. We teach you

everything from absolute basics to advanced levels.

Do I need coding experience to start?

FREQUENTLY ASKED

QUESTIONS

Frequently asked questions
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If you allocate 2-3 hours per day you should complete  

the program within 8-12 months. It is important to note  

that some people learn faster than others and so the  

time is variable.

How long is the program?

Yes. This program is designed to help you, not penalize  

you!

If I donʼt pass the exams can I take them again?

You will need a Mac computer year 2013 or newer that  

can run Catalina or higher.

What type of computer do I need for the iOS  

Academy?
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HAVE QUESTIONS?

If you havenʼt spoken to us on the phone, then book your 
free call today:

https://devslopes.com/apply

nathan@devslopes.com
We answer 100% income emails within 24 hours

If you have any more questions please reach out to us

via email or contact your student success manager.

mailto: nathan@devslopes.com
https://devslopes.com/apply?utm_source=ios_syllabus



